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How To Create 80 Outfits 
From 12 Simple Separates Easily, 

Quickly & Economically

The 12 Simple Separates Plan
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Welcome!
Are you on A budget? 
12 Simple Separates will help you build your clothing choices in easily 
affordable steps. 

do you find yourself with A closet 
of clothing And nothing to weAr?
garments that look great but don’t match? 12 Simple Separates 
will ground your wardrobe in reality, and allow you to enjoy your 
prints and special items. 

do you need severAl “types” of 
clothing for different pArts of 
your life?
like professional clothing, mommy clothing, event and func-
tion wear? 12 Simple Separates will help you keep your costs to a 
minimum, and help your best pieces work in multiple ways.

By choosing 3 basics from your current closet, then adding in three 
capsules of 3 garments each, you can create a different look every day 
for two months (or more). 
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Once you’ve done this, you can add other styled garments and acces-
sories to personalize and add punch to your style, so that it is ever-
changing, yet comfortable and easy to choose and wear. 

About Me
For years I was immersed in and surrounded by clothing. I wrote 
books, articles and taught classes all about sewing, fashion design and 
personal style. Naturally, I love clothes.

It’s been a love/hate relationship though. There were years that I de-
spaired of ever looking the way I imagined. 

One day, I realized that my life was different from everyone I knew 
(I was 24, juggling a new marriage, a new business that had me traips-
ing all over the country, and college classes), so my wardrobe choices 
should also be different. 

Seems obvious, doesn’t it? 

Yeah, it was one of those V-8 smack-yourself-in-the-head moments 
for me. It was at that point I began a fascination with personal style. 
Not just my own style, but the styles my students wanted to create for 
themselves, how style affects confidence, body shapes, and creating 
style on a budget.

This guide is a result of that study, and a small exerpt from a much 
more in-depth look at personal style that I first wrote 8 years ago, and 
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have shared with thousands of women around the 
world in the years since. 

In this free guide, I’ll introduce you to my 12 Simple 
Separates technique of wardrobe management. I’ll 
show you how easy it is to use only 12 garments to 
create enough clothing combinations to last for two 
months (or more) with no repeat performances.

Not only is it easy, it’s economical, too! 

Now, don’t get all bummed about economical. I’m 
not suggesting you HAVE to cut back or wear the 
same boring uniform day in and day out. I am not 
formulaic about my style choices, nor should you 
be. 

That said, I believe that a foundation wardrobe 
of versatile, basic pieces will allow the special gar-
ments that you purchase or create to really shine. 

An understanding of using 12 Simple Separates as a 
method of building your closet one small step at a 
time benefits everyone. 

*smiles*

let’s get started!
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Your 3 Basics
Your basics start with two bottoms and a top. The bottoms should be in colors that are considered neutrals. 
The classic neutrals are listed below: 

wArM colorAtions
Ivory 

Eggshell 

Beige 

Tan 

Rust 

Milk Chocolate 

Brown Grey 

Camel 

Olive 

Warm Black 

Navy 

Jeans

cool colorAtions 
White 

Ash 

Smoke 

Taupe 

Wine 

Dark Chocolate 

Charcoal Grey 

Slate 

Teal 

Blue Black 

Navy 

Jeans
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In addition to a neutral coloration, your basics 
should have neutral styling. They should not have 
many details and they should not stand out. These 
are the types of garments you can wear three days 
in a row with different garments and no one will 
notice. 

Think flat-front pants, straight skirts, classic tai-
lored pants, long tailored skirts, elastic waist 
straight leg pants or slim skirt, jeans, etc. 

The top should be the sort of top that everyone 
has. It should also be in a flattering neutral and 
should work with both of the basic bottoms. 

For example, a white or ivory T-shirt or tank, a tai-
lored white or ivory shirt, a classic blouse or shell in 
white or ivory. 

This basic top may represent several tops that are 
in your wardrobe. For example, I have many white 
tanks that all have similar properties, in case one 
gets dirty or stained. 

Your 3 Basics is your “starter set” of basics. It will 
get you through only two days of clothing changes, 
wearing the top twice. Changing the accessories will 
change the look a great deal, as you’ll see when we 
continue to explore our capsules.

“cAsuAl professionAl” 
White Tank Black Pants Grey Pants

I’ll be showing you actual examples from my own closet as we go 
through these lessons. 

These examples show the 12 Simple Separates I put together sev-
eral years ago for my professional appearances. Since I was in home 
sewing and style, you’ll see a mix of clothing I made for myself and 
clothing I purchased. 

I’ll provide additional 12SS examples in the last lesson, and would 
love to see yours!
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Action plAn
Find Your 3 Basics in your closet. If you do not yet have them in your closet, shop for them or make a plan 
to get them. As we progress through this eBook, you’ll see my capsules come together with yours, one gar-
ment or capsule at a time. 

discussion

What are YOUR basics? If you do not yet have them, what do you want them to be?
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A Few Tips
We have gotten through the first of the lessons relating to building 
your 12 Simple Separates, so I would like to review with some ideas on 
how to plan your 12 Simple Separates more effectively. 

Some of you will take to the capsules concept like a fish to water.  
Others will struggle a bit more, and will need to spend more time and 
thought on building their best wardrobe ever. 

Fashion magazines, catalogs, and displays at your local shops are good 
places to look for ideas. Make notes or take pictures when you see 
something that you think might work for you. I encourage my style 
students to create a Style Journal for their ideas and inspirations 

discussion 

Which of the guidelines to the left have you used most in creating 
your current wardrobe? 

Which have you used least? 

Which do you agree with/disagree with most? 

solids match more easily 
than prints. 

One good print can be a 
bridge between two or more 
solids. 

cleAn styles with less detail 
are more versatile and become 
dated less quickly. 

flAttering colors should 
make up at least 85% of your 
wardrobe. 

fit is important. Don’t waste 
your time or money on clothes 
that don’t fit or flatter. 

QuAlity is a better bargain 
than cheap, even at 5x the price. 

trendy will be out soon, so 
don’t spend the big bucks on 
these pieces. 
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Plus 3 Pieces - Your First Capsule
What is a capsule? For the purposes of this guide, 
it is a grouping of 3 garments that coordinate with 
each other and your Basics. In some cases, this will 
be a bottom and two tops. A bottom, a top and a 
jacket may also be your capsule. 

 Just because a capsule is three garments does not 
mean that you have to purchase or otherwise ac-
quire all three garments at one time. 

Let’s take a look at my original three basics, and 
how I could build my first fall/winter capsule one 
garment at a time. My first capsule will include a 
pair of pants, a jacket and a sweater.*

Adding a single charcoal turtleneck doubles the 
wearable options of my 3 basics quickly and inex-
pensively. 

The first two combinations to the left were put 
together from the first three pieces. Combination 
3 and 4 are created with the addition of the grey 
turtleneck.You need not choose the styles or colors that I do, 

but choose the same number of tops, bottoms & 
jackets for similar results. 

Combination 1 Combination 2

Grey Wool Turtleneck

Combination 3 Cobination 4
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Adding a third pair of pants adds another two out-
fits, so you now have six days worth of style. With 
two garments, we have taken our two days of Basics 
to six days. Two garments creating four more outfits 
is a good bargain, no matter your budget! 

So, we now have two of the three garments I want-
ed for my first fall/winter capsule, and the next 
piece is often the most expensive—the tailored 
jacket. 

My choice is a blue leather zip-front jacket that 
looks great on me and goes with all of the 

pieces in my basics and my new capsule.

How much better does it get? With 
the addition of one single jacket, 

the options have just doubled. 
THAT is bang for your 
buck! 

If I had chosen to add another 
top or sweater, rather than a jacket, we 

would have only added three additional 
items, instead of six. 

If I had chosen a new pair of pants (in addition to 
the jeans) instead of the jacket, I would have added 
only two additional outfits, instead of three or six. 

Combination 1

Combination 5

Combination 2

Combination 3

Combination 6

Combination 4

By adding a jacket to this capsule, I double the   
outfits. Each of the six outfits alone + each of the 

outfits with the jacket.

Blue Leather Jacket
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Six garments chosen carefully are now offering 12 days worth of clothing. 

This is an excellent base for a wardrobe, as well as a great starter travel plan. 

Action plAn
Take a look at Your 3 Basics, and think about what you could add to create your first capsule. Make a note, 
and read on for the next six garments! 

discussion 

Now that you have seen the 12 Simple Separates, do you have some ideas on how to begin building 
your own 12SS wardrobe? 

What thoughts do you have on building your first capsule? What garments are you going to begin 
looking for, or do you have the garments in your closet that will fill out this capsule immediately? 
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And 3 More - Your Second Capsule
Since I am working on a fall/
winter wardrobe, my second and 
third capsules will also have a 
single pair of pants, a top and a 
jacket. 

In this case, I am adding a pair 
of brown leather pants, a brown 
cashmere scoop-neck sweater, 
and a mauve-y pink leather    
jacket. 

As shown below, we see that 
these three garments increase our 
coordinate options from 12 to 36! 

Are you getting excited now? 

Nine simple garments give you 36 
different outfits! 

Pink Leather Jacket

Brown Cashmere 
Sweater

Brown Leather Pants
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Action plAn

So now you either have 9 garments grouped together from your closet, or you have a plan to acquire what 
you need. If each garment mixes and matches with the others as I’ve illustrated, you have over a month’s 
worth of outfits. If you’re not sure how your garments go together, try them on.

Yes, every one of them. Together. With the others. 

In my original lessons, we called this, “Mix, Match & Make a Note.” Sometimes you’ll find that garments 
that should go together don’t. It could be a mismatch of textures or style or even a matter of proportion. 
Better to know now than when it’s mission critical. 

discussion 

Do you have any thoughts on what you would like for your second capsule? 

What do you think you might want to use for your last capsule to round out your base wardrobe? 
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Just 3 More - Your Last 12SS Capsule
By adding the last three garments, 
a green suede jacket, black suede 
pants, and a black turtleneck, the 
options of garment combinations 
increase to 80. 

This should be plenty to get you 
through a season, especially once 
we add our special focus garments 
and fun accessories. 

12 garments combining to make 
80 easy daily combinations is 
more than enough for a core 
working wardrobe, or the base of 
your personal wardrobe.

I have shown you that with your 
Basics, plus 3 capsules of three 
garments each, you can create an 
entire core wardrobe. Here are 
some suggestions for Spring/Sum-
mer and Fall/Winter collections: 

spring/suMMer: 
basics: Bottoms: 2, Top: 1 

capsule 1: Bottom: 1, Tops: 2 

capsule 2: Bottom: 1, Tops: 2 

capsule 3: Bottom: 1, Top: 1, 
Light Jacket or Overshirt: 1 

The spring/summer suggested 
collection gives you 60 combina-
tions of tops and pants, plus every 
outfit can be modified with the 
light jacket/overblouseoption,  
giving you 80 combinations. 

Black Suede Pants

Black Cashmere Sweater

Green Suede Jacket
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Wow! 80 Combinations from 12 Garments!
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fAll/winter: 
basics: Bottoms: 2, Top: 1 

capsule 1: Bottom: 1, Top: 1, 
Jacket 1 

capsule 2: Bottom: 1, Top: 1, 
Jacket 1 

capsule 3: Bottom: 1, Top: 1, 
Jacket 1 

This fall/winter collection has 
been shown to offer 80 combina-
tions of styles. 

discussion 

How are your 12 Simple Separates coming along? 

Have you had any luck putting them together and actually mak-
ing use of them daily? 

What are the color and shapes you are choosing? 

Are you looking forward to adding focus pieces and accessories 
to your base wardrobe now? 
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Wrapping It Up
That’s it! With just twelve simple pieces, you’ve cre-
ated 60 - 80 combinations. THAT’s a bargain. 

I hope that you’ve seen that the 12SS is not a boring 
and formulaic plan, but a plan infinitely customize-
able to fit your life and wardrobe.

Granted, I’ve only just started telling you about 
this. There are so many more lessons to share - 
about color capsules, accessory capsules, focus piec-
es, your personal colors, organizing...

But those come later. 

What I really wanted to do in this quick guide is 
show you a fast and easy way to take control of your 
closet, and to make a working wardrobe that is far 
more than just the sum of it’s parts.

I hope I’ve done that.

If you’re anything like me, you’re seeing possibili-
ties. You realize that building a work wardrobe will 
be less expensive than you thought, and that you’ll 
have more money left over for the fun stuff.

bAsics cApsule 1 cApsule 2 cApsule 3

Bottom 1

Bottom 2

Bottom 3

Overshirt 1

Bottom 4

Overshirt 2

Bottom 5

Overshirt 3

Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 4



You’ll trade in some of the wardrobe deadbeats in your closet for 
newer, more efficient models that will do twice as much work for the 
same amount of closet space.

And heck, I know you may not be anything like me, and you might be 
seeing entirely different possibilities than I have. 

That’s cool, too. In fact, it’s perfect! 

My goal is to help you find the comfortable 
style that works for YOU. 

Got feedback? Questions? I’d love to hear 
from you. 

Feel free to contact me with any way you 
feel comfortable. My contact information is 
listed to the right, and I’m always happy to 
hear from you. 

*smiles*

http://www.365daysofstyle.com

@365daysofstyle

facebook.com/365daysofstyle

info@365daysofstyle.com
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PLEASE SHARE THIS!   
This guide is meant to be 
shared. No money, email or 
participation required. 

©Copyright 2010 Heather M. Claus & 
365daysofstyle.com. All rights reserved.

Released under Creative Commons 
License. For more information, see      
http://www.365daysofstyle.com.


